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Enterprise AI:
All about turning your data 
into your AI



The State of AI Today: From demo to production

We are here

Enterprise AI teams are beginning to understand that FMs are a 
fundamental breakthrough- as a “first mile” technology



Why “foundation model”?

● Not just language- all data 
types

● Not just generative use 
cases- all AI application 
types

● Foundation models are 
foundations- still need to 
build the house!



Key thesis: GPT-You, not GPT-X

Foundation models are all about the data

Successful enterprises will develop their 
own FMs leveraging their own data and 
knowledge
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The future of enterprise AI is specialized or hybrid AI
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AI today: Promising prototype, not production ready

Author concluded that: “….ChatGPT will be used as a quick prototype for 
some applications, but it will be replaced by a fine-tuned model (often 
smaller, for economical reasons) for most production-ready solutions…”

“ChatGPT Survey: Performance on NLP datasets” (Pikuliak, 2023)

In a survey of 19 academic papers (151 tasks), prompted ChatGPT 
underperformed existing fine-tuned baselines on

77.5%
of tasks



Data 
Complexity

Accuracy 
RequirementsPrototype / 

human-in-loop
Production / 
automation

Some use cases will work “out of the box”- but the 
hardest & most value-aligned will not

AI works
“out of the box”

Development 
required

Complex, 
high-accuracy 

applications

Generic / 
Simple

Bespoke / 
Complex



The new (and only viable) way: 
Data-centric development

You can’t “fix” errors by tweaking individual model parameters. 
Data+supervision is the only interface

ModelsTraining Data
Fine-tune standard models

(e.g. transformer [2017])
Iteratively label & 
develop the data



To do this: Data must be developed in use 
case-specific ways

Our mission: Make this data development first-class and programmatic, like 
any other type of  software development

Pre-training

Fine tuning

In context
(e.g. prompting)

DATA

MODEL



Data development is 
more than labeling

In the right framework, data development goes from ad hoc preprocessing hacks to a 
scalable and systematic software-based process!

Labeling Assigning target model outputs for input examples

Cleaning Standardizing and formatting examples

Slicing Tagging relevant subsets of examples

Sampling Adjusting the distribution of examples

Filtering Removing low quality examples

Augmenting Creating new examples



Key idea: If you hold everything but the pre-training dataset fixed, 
you get a new SOTA on CLIP!

Example: DataComp



Foundation models/LLMs

Data development

💬 Generative AI 
applications

🏷 Predictive AI 
applications

Infrastructure

Data

Knowledge

Tasks

Your specific:

Constraints

Production-level AI applications need to be 
developed for your tasks using your data



Data labeling and development is 
manual, slow, and expensive

Whether outsourced… …or labeled in-house 

Manual labeling unscalable for data that is 
private, fast-changing, and/or requires subject matter expertise



Training data 
export

Adapt
(fine-tune)

your FM

Data-centric 
iteration

Programmatic 
feedback+labeling

Snorkel Flow 
The data development platform for training & fine-tuning AI

Foundation models

Data

Guided error 
analysis

Discover Correct

Distilled ML 
model

10-100x+ faster programmatic data labeling & development for 
rapidly fine-tuning and customizing AI



Fine-tuned + distilled 
model

Programmatic labeling
(< 2h iterative development)

Snorkel Flow builds on top of foundation models, enabling rapid 
tuning + distilling for production use

50 F1 

PaLM 2
Advanced prompting

69 F1 88 F1 
PaLM 2

simple prompting 

data-centric 
iteration

data-centric 
iteration

Case study: Bank chat classification with Google 
PaLM 2



(Bigger) Key idea:

Programmatic data 
development is critical for 
tuning all parts of an LLM 
system



Top-10 US bank: Full system fine-tuning and data 
development for CLO document Q&A

LLMs do not work out of the box for enterprise use cases - 
development is required

25% Accurate
With out-of-the-box LLM + 

RAG

79% Accurate
With fine-tuning + other 

data development

Unstructured CLO Documents

in 3 weeks

Failed to answer hardest questions



Compute chunk 
relevance

Retrieved 
chunks

Optimize prompt

Embed query with 
fine-tuned model

Chunk 
documents

New query

Offline

A Retrieval-augmented LLM with fine-tunable 
components

 Loan 
Documents

Store chunks in 
vector DB

What are the 
next five 

payment dates 
for this deal?

Fine-tune 
embedding model

Step 1:
Index data

Dates mentioned: 
A, B, C

Legal definitions: 
X, Y, Z

Detected section 
headers, tables, etc.

Extract key entities, 
clauses & layout

Step 2:
Retrieve relevant 

chunks

Online

Step 3:
Generate response 

from LLM

Payment dates for 
this deal are on a 
quarterly basis
...
The next five 
payment dates would 
be:
January 15, 2024 
April 16, 2024
...

Generate response 
with fine-tuned LLM

Tunable with Snorkel=



Latest results: programmatic alignment

Key idea: Rapidly develop custom reward models with programmatic 
data development- use to steer LLMs without manual annotation!



Walking through a data-centric 
workflow in Snorkel Flow
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Snorkel Flow 
The data development platform for training & fine-tuning AI

Foundation models

Data

Guided error 
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Discover Correct

Start: Define your task, connect your data, and select your model



Foundation models

Data

Data-centric 
iteration

Programmatic 
feedback+labeling

Snorkel Flow 
The data development platform for training & fine-tuning AI

Correct

Guided error 
analysis

Discover

Discover: Use model-guided error analysis tools to pinpoint model errors



Model-guided error analysis
Quickly identify actionable next steps to improve model performance 

● Evaluation of FMs on complex datasets and 
increasingly open-ended tasks is emerging as 
one of the most significant challenges

● Snorkel Flow’s guided error analysis helps to 
identify data slices with likely error modes, 
powered by both model- and SME-driven inputs



Foundation models

Data

Guided error 
analysis

Discover

Data-centric 
iteration

Programmatic 
feedback+labeling

Snorkel Flow 
The data development platform for training & fine-tuning AI

Correct

Correct: Use programmatic labeling, prompts and other knowledge resources 
to create training data and iteratively improve model quality 



“Is this email asking for money? 
If so then label it as spam.” 

Apply all knowledge sources to correct errors
Domain expert heuristics

Ontologies and knowledge bases

Prompts

“If the sender IP address is in 
our blocklist, label as spam.”

“If ‘free cash’ is in the body of 
the email, likely to be spam.”

Embeddings

“If it’s in this area of 
embedding space, label as spam.”

Snorkel Flow’s labeling 
function unifies all sources 

of feedback/supervision

Programmatic 
feedback+labeling

Correct



The mix, quality, and annotation of data determines the quality of 
the statistical model trained on top

Programmatic data development beyond 
labeling

● Sampling: Choosing the right distribution of prompts & 
responses

● Filtering: Filtering for high-quality responses

● Ranking: Providing absolute and relative feedback on 
prompt/response pairs

● Annotation & routing: Estimating response/author 
quality, routing to correct expertise areas, etc.

(x,y,z) → (y,x,z)



Data is the common ground for 
efficient collaboration across the team

DS + SME collaboration is the key– and a data-centric approach facilitates this!



Snorkel Flow uses theoretically grounded 
label modeling techniques to denoise and combine

Label model
Output: denoised training labels

Labeling functions
Output: noisy weak labels

End ML model
Output: predictions on all data

Based on peer-reviewed research
● Ratner et. al., NeurIPS’16 
● Bach et. al., ICML’17 
● Ratner et. al., VLDB’18 
● Ratner et. al., AAAI’19 
● Varma et. al., ICML’19
● Chen et. al., UAI'22
● and others



Foundation models

Data

Guided error 
analysis

Discover

Data-centric 
iteration

Programmatic 
feedback+labeling

Snorkel Flow 
The data development platform for training & fine-tuning AI

Correct

Update or Deploy: Update your FM to build “GPT-You”, or distill into a smaller 
“specialist” model for deployment

Distilled ML 
model

Update
(fine-tune)

your FM



Key idea: For a specific task, smaller “specialist” models work best 
and are cheaper too!

Example: Distilling Step-By-Step
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The future of enterprise AI is specialized or hybrid AI
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Key thesis: GPT-You, not GPT-X

Foundation models are all about the data

Successful enterprises will develop their 
own FMs leveraging their own data and 
knowledge


